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WYATT ELECTED EDITOR OF '34 "TAPS"
ATLANTA CLEMSON CL SPONSORING FLAN
R. F, JENKINS HEADS NEW BUSINESS STIFF?
«Tam»staff
TO CREATE FUND ROUOH LIFEJNSURANGE
DARGAN AND MOSS TO HANDLE POT WORK Presents Big
Life Insurace Co.
W. C. Cobb in
Charge of
Costume Ball NEELY REQUESTS CADETS New York
Selected to Write
Literary Work; LeMaster
Assoc. Editor

According to a recent announcement released by J. Russ Wait,
Editor-in-Chief of the TAPS, the
personnel of the 1934 staff of the
yearbook will be composed of the
following men:
Editor-in-Chief
C. D. Wyatt
Business Manager __ R. F. Jenkins
Literary Editor
W. C. Cobb
Photo Editor
H. G. Dargan
Assoc. Photo Editor __ W. D. Moss
Associate Editor __ G. W. LeMaster
Memibers of the new staff are
chosen from the Junior class, in
keeping with the usual custom of
appointing the editorial staff of the
college book in the early spring so
as to give the rising members the
benefit of the experience and practice of the retiring members.
Wyatt, the new Editor, is from
Easley.
He has been associated
with Taps since his Sophomore year.
Due to his past experience with
the book, Wyatt is well versed in
his duties and should make a very
successful Editor.
As Business Manager, R. F. Jenkins of Rock Hill was elected. Jenkis has been an understudy of E. L.
•Morris, the retiring head of the
business staff, and is fally capable
of handling the business and financial management of the publication.
The new Literary Editor, Cobb,
is from Cateechee. The literary department of the book is responsible
for the writing of the annual, and
in general, all literary work will be
under his supervision.
(Continued on page six)
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TO PRESERVE COURTS
The 19o3 edition of TAPS,
Ciemson yearbook, lias been
tent to the printers tor final
press work", according to an
announcement by Russ Wait,
Editor-in-Chief of the annual.
The book is assured of being
ready for distribution to cadets before commencement.
The predominant strain of
the book is the simplicity of
the design motif carried out
in the execution of the decorations. The cover is to be done
in solid black with a Tiger head
and "Taps—1933" in gold relief.

Jungaleers to Play for Tea
Dance Friday Afternoon

The tennis courts in re'ar oi
the old barracks have recently
been put into excellent playing
diape by Mi'. NewmanHowever, the newest one, on
the far side of the old courts, is
stid very soft due to the recent
rains, and Coach Neely has requested that cadets refrain from
using the courts while they are
wet.
Clemson has few enough tennis courts as it is, but a little
cooperation on Uie part of the
cadets will help considerably in
preserving those now available.

The annual ball, sponsored by the
iaiis bias, is to taite piace in the
Field House Friday evening, April
<sl. This affair is always eagerly
looked forward to by tke cuneinb
set ot the state, and promises iu
ue bigger and better than any preceding one. As usual, the cnaperones will be people from the campus.
Weede Meyer and his orciiestra
will play for the dance. They are
reputed to be one of the best college dance orchestras in the Soutn.
He has just finished playing ior a
series of dances at Sewanee where
everyone who heard him was extremely pleased with him. He has
also played at Georgia Tech and
other colleges throughout the south.
This dance orchestra hails from
Maryland.
The decorating committee has ar- Garrison is Student President
Unique
Decorations
to
Be
of New Organization
ranged a simple yet effective scheme
Featured at Annual Dance
on Campus
of decorations for the Ball. The
May 12
designs are modernistic and hold
Recently a group of Clemson Colto the keynote of simplicity. Around
lege
composed of members from the
Under the direction of the class the sides of the dance floor will be
officers and. the members of the exe- lights reflected into inverted cones student body and faculty interested
cutive committee plans have been of alternating black and white. in international affairs organized a
laid and- work is soon to begin The orchestra pit is also to be club for the study of international
on the annual Junior-Senior. This decorated in a modernistic and problems. This club is fortunate in
tig event in every Clemson man's simple manner. Streamers will be having been received as a member
life will be held the night of Fri- arranged over the floor giving a of the national organization of Inbrilliant touch of gayety to the ternational Relations Clubs sponday, May 12th.
sored by the Carnegie Endowment
As the opening
event
of the colorful scene.
evening festivities, Captain HarAs has been the custom for years For International Peace located in
combe is giving a buffet supper in the Taps Ball is to be a costume af- New York City. The object of th«
the messhall at 9:00 P. M. for all fair. This always adds to the gay- club is to study international probJuniors, Seniors and
their dates. ety of the affair. Everyone is re- lems in an unbiased way and to betCaptain Harcombe's generosity is quested to wear costumes if at all ter enlighten the members as to
international affairs.
making it possible for the class to possible.
'
Membership in this organization is
To add to the gayety of the weekinclude this affair in the program.
limited
to twenty and based princiHe is also furnishing music and end there is to be a Tea Dance
pally
on
scholarship coupled with an
Friday afternoon.
This dance is
decorations for the messhall.
At 10 P. M. the dance will begin sponsored by the several Social Fra- intense desire to learn more of
in the field house. Decorations of ternities of the campus. The Junga- world problems. The present memProfs. Brearley and Tate's
new and unusual types are planned leers under Bill Schachte will add i bership is composed of the followClasses Make Trip to
for the occasion. The orchestra for their well-known rhythm insuring j ins:
Rev. S. J. L. Crouch, a native
Columbia
the evening has not been selected. a number of well chosen and cleverwho
has
c i r c 1 ed
Seniors will be the guests of the ly played numbers, This is not a I Australian,
the
globe
several
times
and had
On Saturday morning about thirty Juniors at this dance.
bid affair. Everyone is invited to
numerous
international
affiliations.
students from Professor Brearley's
An entertainment will he held at' attend and get in shape for the
He lias been chosen as the faculty
and Professor Tate's Psychology the "Y" beginning at 10 P. M. for Ball that night.
advisor.
classes went to Columbia on a tour those who do not wish to attend
Dr. Peter D. Carodemos, a native
of inspection of the State hospital. the dance.
of Greece, Professor of Chemistry
The cadets spent about two hours,
All juniors are urged to pay up
at Clemson, has been selected as the
and a half going through the va- as promptly as possible. Supplies
assistant faculty advisor.
wards and getting a wel lround- and materials are to be paid for in
Mr. S. G. Tsamis, of Egypt, is -a
ed idea of the hospital. A doctor cash; thus, the work can not progman of world wide fame and is
gave them a lecture of the various ress any faster than the monej
The Jungaleers will sponsor a studying here in the Textile Departtypes of patients and brought in a comes in.
dance in the Field House Saturday ment. He specialized in Agronomy
typical inmate of each type and exnight. This will be the last in the in Egypt and was Managing Directamined him.
Some of the clinics
TAPS STAFF MAKES
series of three dances scheduled, for or of the Estates of N. C. Casulli &
were very amusing.
There are about thirty-four hunINSPECTION TOUR the coming week-end.
It should Co., Alexandria, Egypt. He is now
wind up a very enjoyable week-end General Agent for Cotton Sales for
dred patients of which two-thirds
A committee of Juniors composed both for the visitors and the cadets. the above company. He speaks six
stay at the hospital.
The other
Several new skits and novelties lang ges fluently and is a very valthird are quartered at the state of C. D. Wyatt, W. C. Cobb and R.
farm where they raise food for the F. Jenkins made an inspection trip will 'be featured by the Jungaleers. uable member of the club.
The remaining membership at
hospital. These are the ones who of a printing house in Charlotte They have recently ordered a supwhich
is
now
getting
out
a
number'
i
f
new
and
novel
arrangements
j
present
is O. B. Garrison, President;
p y 0
are slowly recovering.
The
class
returned
Saturday •of annuals for colleges in North and] 0f old and new tunes. This orches- W. B." Perry, Vice-President; W. W.
night after a very interesting and South Carolina. The committee is' tra ranks favorably with the lead- Fridy, 'Secretary; L. A. Gambill,
beneficial day. It was something seeking first hand information and 1Bg college orchestras of the south. Asst. Secretary; and C. P. CowRecentlv a eroun of Clemson Colnew for most of them and Profes- will visit other nearby plants before They are worth hearing at any time
herd,
J. B. Barnwell, J. K. Bishop,
and
promise
to
be
especially
good
any
agreements
are
made
as
to
ensor Brearley should be commended
(Continued on page six)
on
this
occasion.
gravings
or
printing
for
TAPS
'34.
for taking tiiem.

International
Relations Club
Led By Crouch

Junior-Senior
Will Be Great
Social Event

PSYCHOLOGY GLASSES
VISIT JNSTITUTION

JUNGALEERS SPONSOR
DANGE SAT. NIGHT

Insurance
An endowment foundation for
Clemson is definitely under process
of organization, according to an
announcement by J. H. Wodward,
secretary of the alumni association.
Two old grads, J. C. Pridmore, '09,
of New York City, and special representative of the New York Life Insurance Company, and W. E. Bowers, '13, secretary of the Atlanta
Club, reached the campus Monday
to cooperate with the alumni association in launching what is generally regarded as perhaps the most
far-reaching movement ever devised
by the alumni for the benefit of the
college.
"Clemson men familiar with conditions at the college," said Mr.
Woodward, " readily realize the urgent necessity of having a substantial fund that can be used to further the best interests-of the college,
and I am sure that we will have no
difficulty in getting loyal Clemson
men *-o participate in a movement
of such importance to the institution."
ATLANTA CLUB PROPOSAL
The Clemson foundation endowment is the result of a proposed
nlan sBonsorftd at the outset by the
Atlanta Clemson Club of nearly 100
members. The proposal of the Atlanta group was studied by the governing board of the alumni association and thereupon heartily en(Continued on page six)

TIGER TRACK TEAM
TO MEETGAMECOCKS
J. Craig, Clemson, and T. Craig,
Carolina, to Furnish
Fireworks
This coming Saturday Coach Howard's track team will continue their
quest for victory when they meet
the Carolina Gamecocks on Riggs
Field. For the first time this year
the Tigers are favored "on paper".
Carolina has lost a meet to P. C.
and won one from Furman so far
this year. Against the Presbyterians
the Gamecocks ran up only 3 8 points
while the Tigers made 57 points;
against the "race horses from Clinton". Carolina won a closely contested meet from the Baptists by
a score of 6 9-57.
Jules Carson
seems to have lost that jinx, which
he held over Carolina while he was
here.
A most interesting feature of the
meet this coming Saturday will be
the duel between the Craig brothers; Andrew Johnson Craig of Clemson and Thomas Jefferson of Carolina. These brothers will meet in
the shot, discus, and high jump.
Both have been consistently throwing beyond the state record for the
sl*ot. It is almost certain that there
will be a new state record for
the shot and it is certain that .Jt
will be in the Craig family.
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SNOOPS AND WHOOPS

OBSERVATION

What can be done about tnis
affair? Margaret McCoilum and "Th"
Little Corporal" have broken up
"HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON'!
This is getting to be a
All the R. O. T. C. college are in again.
P>Y THOMAS ■
common
occarence and a bit mothe midst of preparations for the
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the General Summerall, of the Citadel,
annual Spring Inspections, conducted notonous, to say the least.
college session, by the Corps of Cadets of Cleinson College.
is under fire.
It is said that he by the War Department each year.
And a little girl over in Anderson
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson Col- pushed a court martial through so We hope that they have much suc- said that she loved Bill Bowles in
rapidly that one of the two cadets cess, and the same goes for our own an apron. And it wasn't who you
lege, South Carolina.
on trial was not represented as had Alma Mater.
think it is either. Guess again.
Member South Carolina College Press Association.
been planned. State Senator Brown,
That's an open air buggy Jack
Member Intercollegiate Press
of Barnwell, was to have been preIn recognition of that popular Lawrence has and it'll proba'bly see
sent at the trial and he now con- colleges sport of griping, the FLOR- some big times, to say nothing of
tends that the General did not allow IDA ALLIGATOR, University of this and that.
EDITORIAL STAFF
him time to get there.
"What price quarters". . There
Florida newspaper, is going to pubW. L. LEVERETTE
Editor-in-Chief
We do not intend to pass judge- lish a Gripe and Grievance issue. was a freshman who stuck his fingP. H. LATIMER
—
Associate Editor
ment on the Citadel head simply (They should have numerous con- er in the chamber of his rifle and
D. A. BARNES —
, Managing Editor
because we do not know the facts tributors.)—The Virginia Tech.
closed the bolt. The rub came in
W. C. COBB
Managing Editor
of the case but it hardly seems
when he forgot to pull his finger
J. SHERMAN
Athletic Editor
possible that a man of General
Our April Fool issue seems -to out. He drew back a nub but he
M. S. J. BLITCH
Associate Athletic Editor
Summerall's standing and reputa- have made a hit.
Besides those was excused, from drill.
G. CHAPLIN
'.—
Associate Athletic Editor
tion would be guilty of perpetrating comments printed last week, many
The complaints are far from few
W. J. BURTON -Y. M. C. A. Editor
a malicious lie and unjustly sus- more have been notcied, and appre- about the strong odor of 'Prep-Step'
F. R. ILER
Exchange Editor
pending the cadets. Senator Brown ciated too.
It's a long story,
Maybe it wasn't as Bradley's pipe.
A. S. THOMAS -_
Feature Editor
seems a trifle loud in his accusa- bad as we thought.
the story about the pipe. It has
R. B. EATON
Feature Editor
tions. From the students' point of
been in the family for many genview
we
could
better
form
our
THE
"LITTLE"
LIMERICK
erations and that smell is just
Staff Reporters
opinion if we knew what infraction
what it should be.
By Russel Eaton
K. W. Ackis, J. C. Burton, J. D. Brown, S. A. Cooler, J. L, DeLoach
of rules these cadets committed.
To Frank Her goes the annual
C. E. Farmer, H. B. Gassaway, R. M. Hunt, P. D. Johnson,
We await with interest the outcome
prize for the most-m-love cadet on
W. B. Leland, J. H. M. Madden, J. Metz, S. W. Page,
of the affair.
C. H. Hollis, B. G. Price, O. G. Rawls, S. D.
At Clesmon there lives a professor, the campus for the past year. Cadet
Smart, S. R. Spann, G. W. Speer,
Sid Little, a drawing board messer; Her states that he will make his
headquarters in Greenville immedT. S. Strange, W. B. Barber
At chess he s a shark,
To lighter subjects—Taps Ball. Of his bridge, some remark,
iately upon grauuation, if things
BUSINESS STAFF
The outstanding college social event He's an almost inhuman finesser.
continue to run as smooth as they
J. F. JAMES
Business Manager
of
the
year
in
South
Carolina.
From
have in the past several months.
Business Associates
II
far and near they will come, some One morning he woke all agog,
An invitation has been extended to
J. P. GLENN, A. T. McSWAIN, J. R. CLEVELAND
beautiful, some not so beautiful, And jumped out of bed like a frog. every man in the Corps to make a
CIRCULATION STAFF
all,
however, expecting a good time. He exclaimed, "I've a son!"
special trip by his room and take
W. B. PERRY
Circulation Manager
None
will
be
disappointed.
a
peep at the Greenville beauty.
J. R. HUTCHESON
Associate Circulation Manager
—No so hasty, fair one!
This dance has long been noted He had only discovered a dog.
Mabel Mercer will be the guest of
Circulation Associates
for its color and general attractiveCadet William Guss Ashmore for
C. C. GIBSON AND K. W. McGEE
HI
ness. Never has it been a failure This pup has been christened Mul- the dances this week-end.
Miss
in any sense of the word.
This
Mercei,
lilje
Cadet
Captain
Ashmore,
Assistants
vaney;
J. Z. Lancaster and E. T. Zimmerman
year it gives promise of being big- His complex is really quite rainy; has been an outstanding and. promiger and better than ever. Weede He takes great delight—
nent student throughout college.
Meyer, with his great orchestra, can Or perhaps it's from fright—
She is a member of the Senior class
be depended upon to furnish a high Well, we're all glad he's not a at Winthrop—Good ole Winthrop.
grade of music, be the tempo fast
The psychology class making the
Great Daney.
or slow. The decorating committee
trip to the Asylum in Columbia this
IV
is accomplishing wonders in the One night this pup woke up his past week-end came hack with the
Field House.
unanimous decision that the funmaster
AN ENDOWMENT PLAN FOR CLEMSON
The Taps Ball is sandwiched be- To show him his greatest disaster. niest thing they saw while on the
tween two other dances, a tea dance
trip was "Fickle Brain's" combinaElsewhere in this issue will be found an article announc- on Friday afternoon and a Junga- He'd coughed up some tin,
tion bomer-shoot and hat.
Leaves and buttons, a pin;
ing the formation of an endowment foundation for Clemson leer dance Saturday evening. It
The patients at the State HosNext time Sid will wake up much
College. Being a Land Grant College, Clemson has never will be a great week-end.
pital
mistook "Jug-head's" boots for
faster.
oak trees and some even asked him
had the benefit of an endowment fund of any sort. The proif he was one of the "force".
posed plan provides for the establishment of such a fund,
FLORIDIANS PROTEST
When this is published the springNerts, nerts, nerts—Army Huntand if carried out successfully should prove of untold benefit inspection will be over—thank gooder took Cadet Lt. Colonel Galphin
to the College, to the students and to the alumni of the Col- ness.
Clearwater,
Fla.— (IP)—Florida to Rock Hill last week-end and
lege.
thinks it O. K. for California to get even brought him back— but a
plenty of pictures in school geogra- change man. These Winthrop goils
In general, the plan provides for Clemson men everyRead
"The
Bulpington
of
Blup"
phies—just so Florida gets as many are getting a fast hold on all our
where sharing their profits from life insurance investments
H. G. Well's newest novel. To the pictures.
"good men".
with the Clemson Alumni organization. Specifically, it pro- average reader, a little thick in
Bowen and Colonel "Edgar" have
This, at least, was the suhstance
vides that all Clemson graduates, ex-students, seniors and spots, but, as a whole very interest- of a protest raised here against the been seen going over to Basley sevuse of local schools of a geography eral times here lately. There may
friends of the institution, who will, shall take $1000 life in- ing.
textbook
carrying 25 illustrations of be some connection between these
surance, on any plan they prefer, making the insurance payCalifornia activities and only four frequent trips and, the fires they
able to their estates or named beneficiaries.
It is hard to write and not of Florida. The protest was filed have heen having. Hot dog. .
The dividends of the insurance shall be assigned volun- mention beer. All newspapers are with the Chamber of Commerce toy HA big event was the birthday
tarily by the insured, and paid direct by the insurance com- carrying column after column of H. Constantine, Jr., district school party of Big Nose Taylor. He is
now 21 years old and what a difpany annually to the Clemson College Alumni Foundation, news concerning the beverage. South board member.
Carolina seems to be having much
Constantine said that he had no ference this last year has made.
or to a Board of Trustees selected by the Alumni Corpora- difficulty in getting a sufficient sup- objection to the display given to
Good luck to Big Nose but may he
tion, to receive and disburse the funds. Dividends on in- ply to meet the demands of its citi- California, but that for a book to be not forget to go slow.
surance now in force may be assigned for this purpose. In zens. What the world needs today used in Florida schools it underAnd we all know what the Gameemphasized Florida activities.
cock said about Bill Leverette—
the event the policy becomes a claim before $50.00 is paid is more and faster brewers!
in dividends, then it is proposed that this amount of the students to be paid back after graduation. Other needs may but it ain't so—we hope it ain't
so.
policy be paid to the Foundation.
be supplied as the fund warrants, such as the establishment
'Spring is here, it must be here—
Contributions to the Foundation from dividends will of scholarships, fellowships, and research departments to Bill Lyles is in love and with a
vary with the age of the insured. For example, at the age of further the interests of the College.
hed-headed goil too. What could
he
worse than Bill Lyles and one
35, with an annual premium of $28.11, the annual dividend
It is also proposed that the annual dues of the Alumni
red
headed girl?
will approximate $8.50. For ages around 22 or 23, when a Corporation be paid from the proceeds of the dividends of
Bill Hanna had two little Easter
premium of approximately $20.00 the year would be paid, policies carried for the interest of the Foundation.
eggs from Winthrop to spend the
the dividend will amount to about $6.50 to $7.00 per year.
The Clemson Club of Atlanta has been the active party week-end with him at his home.
It may be seen from these examples that while individ- in sponsoring the endowment plan and deserves the whole- What an Easter he had. What did
ually the annual contributions to the endowment fund will hearted commendation of the students and alumni of the Col- we just say about those Winthrop
goils?
be comparatively small, the sum total of such dividends from lege. This is perhaps the most progressive movement ever
Did you hear Beecham call the
a large number of loyal supporters of the endowment would adopted by the Clemson alumni and offers an ex-student the Lost Battalion a bunch of pansies?
be sufficient for those disbursing the money to do effective opportunity of being of real service to the school. All stu- They must be all taking after their
work.
dents and alumni who are interested in the endowment should major-!
And the two Anderson flames
There are many ways by which the money raised for the investigate the plan and lend their support in putting the
came calling on Regie DuRant one
Foundation can be used very advantageously to Clemson. proposal across.
Sunday not long ago, but Regie was
While the administration of the Foundation will be in the
The proposed plan will be presented to the Senior class at scarce on that particular Sunday.
hands of the Board of Trustees of the Foundation to be used a meeting early next week by J. H. Woodward, secretary of
The boys all call him "No-Nox"

COMMENT

EDITORIAL

in the best interests of the institution, the first money received the Alumni Association, and W. E. Bowers, secretary of the I
will probably be used as a revolving loan fund for worthy Atlanta Clemson Club.
i
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PAGE THREE

DEPUTATION TEAM
Mt. Pleasant Presbyterian Church
Last Sunday the Y. M. C. A. dep- that afternoon was as follows: Deutation team visited Easley where votional led by Roy Cooper, duet,
they put on two programs. The first by Cooper and Smith, talk by T. S.
was the regular morning worship Strange, solo by Smith, talk by Brice
of the Georgia's Creek Baptist Latham, solo by Smith and dismissal
"Splash"
Rivers
Goes
the
Church. This program consisted of by Mr. McKinney.
Route for the Winning
devotional by Roy Cooper, duet by
Miss Mary Rikard was the accomBengals
Cooper and 'Smith, talk by Wade Per- panist at the piano.
These prory, solo by Romain Smith and dis- grams are presented almost every
weekend and serve as an excellent
Holding the Baptists to seven hits missal by Mr. McKinney.
The program presented at the advertisement for Clemson.
and bearing down in the pinches,
"Splash" Rivers led the Neeleyites
to. a 4 to 1 victory over Furman
here Friday.
The feature of the game was a
triple play pulled by the Tigers in
(Be surel to see them)
the fourth inning. With Powell on
New
Positions
are third and, K. Jones on second,
Joint Retreat With Winthrop Several
Kearns lined a drive to left center
Added to "Y" Cabint
and Carolina to be
that was labeled, for a sure hit only
Held Soon
(With a Shirt $1.25)
The Y cabinet for the session of to have Clarke make a beautiful
back-handed catch, who then threw
The meeting of the Y Cabinet of 1933-34 has been announced as
to Sherman at second for a put-out
held at the cabin on the river Mon- follows:
on Jones. Sherman tossed to Hood
Traynham
Church
Relations
(With Tiger-Head Sweat Shirt $4.95)
day night was the most important
Deputation Trips at third to catch Powell.
meeting held this year.
The pur- Latham
The Tigers took the lead in the
Assistant to Latham
pose was to make the various mem- McConnel
Bible Study third inning, but their scoring was
bers of the new cabinet familiar Nolan
Freshmen Work over for the day when they were
with the duties of their committees Schirmer
Athletic Goods — Tennis Rackets Restrung
Williams pitched
Metz
Assistant
to Schirmer finally retired.
in order that they might get the
Socials splendidly for the remainder of the
FLORSHEIM SHOES
INTER-WOVEN SOCKS
most out of the joint retreat of the Carter
Assistant to Carter game and refused to let the Bengals
Winthrop-Carolina-Clemson cabinets LeMaster
BRADLEY SWEATERS
Publicity cross the plate again.
to be held this week-end near Co- Burton
Sherman turned in a fine exhibiMcGee
Evening
Watch
lumbia.
Boy's Work tion of fielding at shortstop by handThe devotional was led by Brice Nuessner
Perry
Conferences ling eleven chances with only one
Latham who made an interesting
error.
Clarke's one-handed stab
talk on the "School of Christ". Af- Clayton __ Membership and Finance
of Kearn's drive was the most senCooler
Vesper
services
ter this, each . member of the new
Gent's Furnishings of the Better Class
This is the largest cahinet to be sational play of the day, and it
cabinet . gave a short talk on what
The mem- stopped what seemed to be a cerlie expected to do with his work for chosen for the Y yet.
♦♦♦
tain rally for the Hurricane.
the coming year. After each talk, bers were selected for their inThe hitting honors went to L.
the meeting was thrown open to terest in the Y. M. C. A. and their
Jones and Kearns for Furman who
willingness
to
carry
out
their
share
useful discussion and suggestions.
secured two hits each out of four
First, Frank
Schirmer outlined, of the Y program.
trips to the plate, while Sherman
the program for
Freshman work
and Chavous in getting two for
next year.
In addition to the prothree
led for the Tigers.
gram carried out this year, SchirPICTURE SHOW SCHEDULE
Behind
the excellent pitching of
mer hopes to pick the company
Thursday, April 2 0—"The Great Griffin, Furman gained a 6 to 4 viccouncil leaders before the end of
school so that they may be placed Jasper" starring Richard Dix and tory over Clemson at Graham Park
last Thursday.
Errors in the first
Edna May Oliver—15c.
one on each company next year.
inning
gave
the
Tigers two runs,
Friday, April 21—"Animal KingMcGee then outlined the program
but
they
could
not
manage to cross
dom",
an
'artistic
triumph
with
Philfor Evening Watch groups next session.
Particular emphasis was laid lips Holmes and Ann Harding—20c. the plate again until the eighth
Sat., April 22—"Blessed Event". when Richey scored, on Miller's sinon the importance of varying the
program as much as possible and This picture is easily the 'best pic- gle to center field.
In the ninth, with one out, Sherhaving more faculty members speak ture Lee Tracy has ever made. The
interesting sidelight is the "Walter man doubled to center. He went to
on the companies.
Karl Nuessner then gave a re- Winchell-Ben Bernie" scrap which third when Griffin threw a wild one
sume of the work done with the is carried out by Tracy as a clevil- past Jones back of the plate. Hood
Boy Scouts and Hi-Y groups both may-care-as-long-as-he-gets-the-gossip went out on a pop fly behind first
Burgess and Richey walked,
on the campus and in neighboring columnist, and Dick Powell the heart base.
Crosland reAnd, incidently, crowding the paths.
towns.
This phase of the Y work breaking crooner.
placed
Griffin,
and
Miller
grounded
is comparatively new but is pro- the way he sings "Too Many Tears"
to
Alley,
who,
anxious
to
make g
is alone worth the admission price.
gressing rapidly.
This was followed by a statement Tracy sets a new record for talking play at second, booted the chance
E. E. Wyman, Assistant to the
of the policy of the deputation team himself out of tight spots and he and Sherman scored. Crosiahd then
President, Pan-American Airways
System, says: "Aviation is symnext year which was announced by gets into plenty of them with his struck out Clarke to end the agony
pathetic to the college graduate
forecasts
of
"Blessed of the Hurricane.
Brice Latham.
The two main ob- unfailing
who has prepared himself. It
Burgess was nicked rather freely
jectives will be getting more men Events"—20c.
demands, however, serious and
Monday, April 24—"Life Begins" but pitched a good game.
to take part on these programs and
thorough preparation: technical
The
fielding
features
included
arousing more interest in singing —a tense drama of the. sacrifices
training, a natural aptitude for
BELIEVE IN SIGNS? If you
constant study of problems and
made in the maternity ward of a good handling of fly balls by Philgroups on the campus.
lips
and
Alley
of
Furman,
a
pair
of
conditions,
and
a
natural
enthusiver feel groggy and dopey
hospital.
More
Blessed-eventing
with
Carter, chairman of the social
asm for the tasks it develops. '
arly in the morning or late
committee, then stated that his poli- Loretta Young as the Blessed-event- pretty plays by Hood at third for
at night, that's a sure sign
cy in relation to Y socials next ■er. Aline McMahon and Eric Lind- Clemson and a sensational catch in
AVIATION requires a steady hand
center 'field by "Big Wheel" Clark of
Ix for the pilot, a steady mind for
year would be to make the program en add to the interest.—20c.
that Kellogg's PEP Bran
the executive. And a good tobacco...
Tuesday, April 25—"Renegades of the Tigers.
as varied as possible.
Flakes are calling you.
like Edgeworth Smoking Tobacco. ..
C. N. Clayton followed this with the West"—Well, another western—
They're the active people's
is mighty helpful in giving a man a
his plans for the membership and that's all.—lie.
steady
hand,
or
a
steady
mind.
cereal.
Crisp and delicious
Wednesday, April 2 6—We miss
finance committee next year.
The
Only in Edgeworth will you find
with
milk
or cream. Packed
our
lie
show
this
Wednesday
but
two most important things brought
that indefinable distinctiveness that is
with the famous flavor of
out were to distribute the Y hand- it's worth it to see the three Barrybrought about by a special blending
It's hard to
Pep. Chock-full of the goodbooks as soon as Freshmen arrive mores in "Rasputin".
of fine old burleys. That's why leadness of wheat. PLUS BRAN!
and to aid more with Freshmen the say who presents the best acting
ing colleges have chosen it as their
comes in the attempt of John BarryMildly laxative.
first week.
favorite tobacco.*
The garden spot of South Carolimore to end the ife of Lionel, who
Want to try before you buy? Just
na is under our eyes.
Have you
Enjoy a bowl of better
plays the part of Rasputin.
Acdrop a line to Larus 6C Bro. Co., 105
seen it?
bran
flakes at breakfast.
VESPER SERVICE'S
S. 22d St., Richmond, Va., for your
cording to legend, Rasputin stood
Take notice of the Azaleas in
Start that first class with
free sample pack. You'll enjoy that
up against all manner of attempts
front of the Library which are now
Mr. Theo Vaughn, a resident of
cooling smoke that is so different.
energy. PEP is a good snack
upon his life and actually ate severcovered with pink blossoms.
They
the campus, was the speaker at
al cakes poisoned by hydrocyanic
at night. Get it wherever
*
A
recent
investigation
showed
Edgeworth
the
are beautiful and can be favorably
Vesper Services Sunday evening. He
favorite smoke at 42 out of 54 leading colleges.
acid.
A chemical reaction between
students eat. Made by Kelcompared with those in the famous
chose as his subject, "The Art of
the acid and the sugar of the frostlogg
in Battle Creek.
Magnolia Gardens near Charleston,
Happiness". He began his discourse
ing of the cakes neutralized the
Another
plant
that
has
brought
by citing several illustration in
effect of the poison.—20c.
SMOKING TOBACCO
beauty to the campus in the past
which Jesus used the phrase, "Be of
week is the Spirea OSpirea Van
good cheer."
Buy Edgeworth
Houttei).
Clumps of this white
In the first portion of this discusanywhere
in two
from
which
comes
energy;
wish
flowering
shrub
are
noticeable
over
sion he enumerated those things
forms—Edgeworth
that within themselves are not hap- patterns as simple as possible—the the campus, especially in front of
Ready-Rubbed
piness.
These are: mere thrills,, most unhappy person is the one Middle Barracks.
and Edgeworth
NIGH GRADE
The crimson and pink Tulips
mere goodness, and bare wealth or who doesn't know what he wants;
Plug Slice. All
READY-RUBBED
sizes— 15^ pocket
BRAN FLAKES
attainment.
Happiness, as defined pleasant associates with whom to near the Library, Bowman Field, and
package to pound
by Mr. Vaughn is the proper ad- work, play, and live; appreciation the Chemistry Building add splashes
humidor tin. Some
justment to one's many jobs or the of the commonplace things of life— of color to the landscape features
sizes in vacuum
one
test
of
an
education
is
to
find
of the campus. The two well known
correct combination of all one's
sealed tins.
happiness anywhere and everywhere varieties, Clara Butt (pink) and
traits.
The fundamentals of happiness as The services were closed with a Bartingon (crimson), are used in
given in this discourse are: health, prayer by Mr. Holtzendorff.
these plantings.
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BLUE HOSE NOSE OUT
BENGAL TRACK TEAM
Clemson Men Better Three
State Records—Osman
Leading Scorer
In a stirring meet, which was decided in the final event, Presbyterian College nosed out Clemson's
track team by a score of 66 1/3 to
59 2/3 last Saturday in Clinton.
'''Mountain Goat" Lynn, Clemson's
star sprinter, walked off with first
honors in the hundred and the 2 20yard dashes to add to his perfect
record of victories for the season.
The furlong found Lynn and Yearout, of P. C, in a thrilling duel,
which ended as Lynn with a burst
of speed 'broke the tape with only
inches to spare. A heavy drizzle
and a soft track cut down on Lynn's
time. All track times were slightly
high.
'Turk Osman, P. C.'s captain and
"iron horse", was high scorer for

the day with fifteen points to his
credit. Osman won the mile, haltmile, and quarter-mile, followed by
his team mates who swept all places
in the middle distances.
Captain J. Craig led the Tigers
in the field events. Craig took first
in the shot and second in the discus throw.
TIGERS BETTER RECORDS
Three state records were exceeded
in the meet by Clemson men in
spite of the existing weather conditions.
Craig hurled, the shot 43
feet and 7 inches to top the state
record. Blackwell smashed the javelin record by casting the spear
179 feet and 1 inch. Three watches
caught Iyynn at 9.8 seconds in the
century, bettering the existing mark
of 9.9, held jointly by Lynn and
Ritchie, formerly of P. C.
Clemson took eight first places to
P. C.'s six, but the Clinton boys
came through in the seconds and
thirds to clinch the meet.
Tiger freshmen tracksters were
outclassed by P. C.'s yearlings 91
to 24. All first places fell to the
victorious Presbyterians.

Summaries follow:
100-yard dash—Lynn (Clemson)
first; Yearout,
(P. C.)
second;
Woods (P. C.) third. Time 9.8 seconds.
Shot put—Craig (Clemson) first,
Ewing (P.
C.)
second;
Dillard
(Clemson( third. Distance 43 feet
7 inches.
One mile run—Osman (P. C.)
first; Oliver (P. C.) second; McDuffie (P. C.) third. Time 4 minutes, 53 seconds.
220 yard-dash—Lynn (Clemson)
first; Yearout (P. C.) second; Woods
(P. C.) third. Time 22.5 seconds.
High jump^-Mcivianon and Lipscomb (Clemson tied for first; Lark
(P. C.) third.
Height 5 feet, 8
inches.
120-yard high hurdles—Lowry
(P. C.) first; Rawls (Clemson) second; Ackis (Clemson) third. Time
17 seconds.
Pole
Vault—Curry
(Clemson)
first; Underwood (P. C.) Parks
(Clemson) and Lipscomb (Clemson)
tied for second. Height, 11 feet, 6
inches.
440-yard run—Osman (P. C.)
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first; Clark (P. C.) second; Graham (P. C.) third. Time, 51.8 seconds.
Two-mile run—Altman (Clemson)
first; Parker (P. C.) second; Redmond (P. C.) third. Time 10:41.6
Javelin throw—Blackwell (Clemson) first; Freeman (P. C.) second;
Finson (P. C. third. Distance, 179
feet, one inch.
220-yard low hurdles—Perrin (P.
C.) first; Carothers (P. C.) and
Vance (Clemson) tied for second.
Time 0:27.3.
880-yard run—Osman (P. C.)
first; Clark (P. C.) second; Gra.ham (P. C.) third.
Time 2:8.1.
Broad jump—Hill (Clemson) first;
Lipscomb (Clemson) second; Robinson (Clemson third. Distance, 20
feet, 6.5 inches.
Discus—Ewing
(P.
C.)
first;
Craig (Clemson) second; Stamps
(P. C.) third. Distance, 124 feet.

Very Practical Address on
"Printing of Textiles"
Mr. Samuel L. Hayes of Greenville, who is associated with the
Ciba Company, gave an interesting
talk to students of the Clemson Textile Department on Monday, April
17.

The subject was "The Printing
of Textiles." The following important features connected with printing were discussed: the designing
of commercial patterns and their
transfer to an engraved printing
roll, the operation of printing machines, and. the composition of the
dye pastes.
This talk was followed by numGeneva is the center of the ring erous questions and was greatly apwhere the nations make the custo- preciated because of many referenmary gesture of touching gloves. ces to features of practical appli—Arthur Branders. cation.

■fe6>OCCOi9
Well... here it is...already
whittled FOR you. Granger
Rough Cut is tobacco whittled right . . . that's one
reason why it burns so slow
and cool.

dQyjetf <fi/ty£A4\So&a&coLo'.

) 1933
LIGGETT & MYERS
TOBACCO CO.

1933

MR, HAYES TALKS TO
TEXTILEJTUDENTS

stmoKe

WHEN we started to make Granger
Rough Cut we knew that fine tobacco burnt hot because it burnt so fast. It
kept your pipe hot. You could hardly
hold your pipe in your hand, it got so
hot at times.
Then we remembered that some folks
back yonder used to "whittle" their tobacco. So we made GRANGER just like
"whittle" tobacco — "Rough Cut." It
smokes cooler and lasts a lot longer. And
also, you'll find it never gums the pipe.
So far, so good. Now we wanted to sell
this tobacco for 10c Good tobacco—right
process—cut right. It was a question of
how to do it for the price.
So we put GRANGER in a sensible soft
foil pouch instead of an expensive package,
knowing that a man can't smoke a package.
We gave smokers this good GRANGER
tobacco in a common-sense pouch for 10c.
GRANGER has not been on sale very
long, but it has grown to be a popular
smoke. And there is this much about it
—we have yet to know of a man who
started to smoke it, who didn't keep on.
Folks seem to like it.

20,

The Granger pouch
keeps the tobacco fresh

TEN CENTS

THURSDAY,

APRIL
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SHERMAN

GAMECOCK TRACK TEAM
HERE ON SATURDAY

CAROLINA WINS BY
INDIVIDUAL AVERAGES
OF BASEBALL TEAM
MARGINJF ONE RUN Although
Jess Neely's diamond

the first ten
Player
Chavous
Sherman
Rivers
Proctor
Hood
Miller
Clark
Richey
J.W.Davis
Cole
Burgess
Knight
J.H.Davis
Gillam

games.
AB H
32 12
35 12
15 5
37 10
24 6
38
42
38 10
11 2
14
16
9
6 0
10 0

O
10
20
4
47
7
87
24
23
2

A
0
37
6
10
15

B
0
8
1
0
7
1
1
8
1
1
2
0
1
1

BA
.375
.343
.333
.256
.250
.237
.214
.211
.182
.143
.125
.111
.000
.000

Wolfe Bests Burgess in Hurl- crew does not stand particularly
high in comparison with other teams
Rumors are that we are to have a
ing Duel—Game Ended
of the Palmetto loop, the team battennis team, and there is no doubt4 to 3
ting and fielding average is coming the fact that we have some ex20
paratively high for the first ten
cellent players in our midst. If you
Carolina made the most of eight games. At the half way mark Clem"
0
don't believe it, step down to the
much-improved courts and see for hits and four Clemson errors to de- son was tied with Newberry for
feat the Bengals on Riggs Field last second place, both teams having
yourself.
Monday afternoon in the first game won and lost five games.
of a scheduled two game series.
16
The following is the correct batThis victory helped the Gamecocks ting averages of each player for
8
along quite a bit in their race for
the pennant which now floats over
the Tiger's Lair.
Tuesday's game
was rained out.
Wolfe and Burgess were the opVeteran Team to be Available
posing pitchers. Both hurled nice
for Service Next Fall
games. The slightly better support
WE HAVE VERY LITTLE OVERHEAD EXPENSE.
which Wolfe received enabled him
Spring basketball, now in its secco win the decision.
Wolfe held THE SAVING THERE IS PASSED ON TO OUR CUSTOMERS
Coach Neely took an almost 100 ond year at Clemson. drew to a
the Bengals to seven hits while YOU WILL FIND THAT, FOR THE SAME QUALITY OF
per cent brand new squad this year close last Thursday night.
Burgess allowed the Roosters 8.
MERCHANDISE, OUR PRICES ARE MUCH LOWER
and has converted some rough stock
For the past six weeks Coaches
Wolfe also lead in strikeouts with
into a fairly well-polished club.. As Davis and Jones- have been busy
seven to Burgess's five.
the season continues, the appear- with a large squad of men, includSB
The Tigers scored in the first
ance of the team is gradually im- ing the members of the past year's
when Richey walked, advanced to
proving. And, incidentally, most of squad, and a great many freshmen
third on River's single, and scored
the men will be back next year. In and sophomores who are trying tic
on Clark's fly. Carolina made two
fact, in case of necessity, Coach land berths on the team next fall.
in the fourth, one in the fifth, and
The first few weeks of the pracXeely could put a nine of sophs on
one in the seventh. The Bengals
the diamond.
Hood, in the hot tice session were devoted to the
scored again in the ninth. Proctor
corner, Crane, Henry, Gillam, Cook, fundamentals of the court game,
walked, went to second on an inCole, and several others have dem- but for the past month, nightly
field out, and scored on Sherman's
NEW SUMMER STYLES
onstrated that they have the goods, scrimmages have heen in vogue in
single. Sherman went to third on
and although we do not always ap- the field house. These have been
a wild throw and scored on Miller's
prove of that proverbial saying, faster and much better than those
slow hit.
•wait till next year", there is little engaged in during spring practice
Yonce with a double and, Blair
doubt but what Clemson will have last year due to the fact that more
with a triple secured the only exA VERY GOOD DUCK, AND IT'S SANFORIZED
a first class outfit ready when the experienced men are out at present.
tra base drives of the game. SherNext fall Coach Davis will have
Spring of '34 rolls around.
HATS AND CAPS
man was the only Tiger to touch TWO-PIECE UNDERWEAR
as his nucleus a veteran five. Bill
Wolfe's offerings for more than one
SOX 10 AND 25c.
SUSPENERS 25 AND 50c.
Although Lonnie Macmillan's Biue Dillard and Dobson will be ready
blow.
PLAID
TIES
50c.
SHIRTS
TRENCH COATS
to
occupy
forward
posts.
Ted
SimHose nosed out our representatives
in a rather damp track meet down mons, next year's captain, is an
LINEN SUITS
Tempe, Ariz.— (IF)— When' the
at P. C. last Saturday, the efforts oi: excellent pivot man. Henry WoodCLEMSON BELTS, PENNANTS, AND PILLOW CASES
Tempe police took an automobile
our team were not in vain. Three ward and Nolan Shuler played
full of students of Arizona State
Tiger cinder-path artists sent state guard positions during the past
Teachers College for a band of morecords flying, setting marks which year. In addition, Coach Davis will
tor car thieves, the police fired on
should hold for a while at least. have a strong bunch of subs, many
the students, fatally wounding ErDespite a wet track and a wind, in of whom will make the old men nest McCollam, 21.
^As face, the fastest human in the work hard for their present posts.
Southern Conference traversed the McMahon gave an excellent account
century in 9.8 seconds, which is of himself during the practices. T.
fast enough to suit even, the most | I. Brown and Clyde Pennington, who a
a
cptimistic of track fans. Blackwell, are expected to help Jess Neely's a
3
• ■
in the javelin event, tossed the stick eleven next fall, have displayed exaround 17 9.5 feet to set a new cellent form.
mark.
In the shot put, Johnson
Craig, the pride of Seneca and Central, tossed the iron ball almost 44 Faculty Gives View
of Model Student
feet, and thereby sent the old record
tumbling into oblivion. All three
New York—'(IP)—Students at
of these will probably do better than
they did last week, under suitable Hunter College have long had a
habit of getting up questionaires
conditions.
among themselves telling what they
Gordon Lynn has shown his best thought of the faculty.
form- this year and the writer venLast week the faculty had reciptures to say that 9.8 seconds will rocated by forming a combined
/ not be his best tune of the season. opinion of the students, the most obFor years, the 100 yard dash, in jectional trait among students, the
the Palmetto state, was accepted as faculty said, were insincerity, aga 10 second event... Last year, Goat gressiveness and selfishness. One
turned in several 0.9 performances. department head said she thought
This year it is repeatedly 9.8. What the worst traits were duplicity, 'bad
will it be next year? (Some ener- manners and conceit.
In the opinion of the facutly the
getic engineer recently took out a
slide rule and figured that Gordon model student is open-minded, frank
runs .001 second faster per yard hi and able to think for herself, and it
the furlong than he does in the was generally agreed that the highhundred—aU of which means noth- est type of college girl has humor,
curiosity and honesty.
ing in our young lives.)
One professor said that "ability
to
appreciate my course" indicated
*
With Sol beaming down upon us
as he has for the past few weeks, "fine quality" in a girl.
talk of basketball is out of place,
CLOSE OUT PRICE — POUND PAPER, 24 ENVELOPES - - - 44c.
^ but unbeknown to the majority of
Cold
Weather
Will
' the Corps, Coach Davis' cagers reChange Co-Ed Dress
cently put in over a month of hard
Jess Neoly's Tiger
diamonders
met the University o£ South Carolina's baseball nine Monday on Riggs
Field, and for the third time in as
many games Billy Laval's Gamecocks turned back the Purple and
Gold tide by a close margin.
Burgess and Wolfe were both hit
freely, and neither displayed any
exceptional form. The Birds eased
out the victory by a single run, although it looked for a time as
though the Bengals were going to
close the slight margin.
A 4 to 3
loss is not a thing to be ashamed
of, but it does put the team's percentage further in the red.

SPRING BASKETBALL
COMES TO A CLOSE

JUDGE KELLER
OUR PRICES ARE LOW
BUY FROM US

SHOES-Sport Shoes, Dress Shoes
$3.00 and $3.50

WHITE DUCKS-Santorized $1.00

JUDGE KELLER

I.

New Shipment
COLLEGE JEWELRY

MADE BY KINNEY COMPANY

GUARANTEEO BY US

Wrist Watches $8.50
FORMERLY 115.00 VALUE

SMALL LOT OF COMPANY STATIONERY FOR
COMPANIES G - H - K

work in the fleldhouse, getting
ready for next year's court encounters. Such foresight on the part of
the coaching staff should be com, mended.
The old adage, practice
makes perfect", is excellent when
it isn't run into the eartn.
•

Stray Shots: Our Coeds are going
in for tennis in a great big way.
Practically every afternoon at least
a quartet of them are engaged in
the
"racket"—and what form!

Salt Lake City—(IP)—Unless the
cold weather lets up soon, long
skirts and woolen stockings are going to be in vogue at the University
of Utah, in the opinion of Miss
Blanche Henderson.
Miss Henderson is not a fashion
expert, but bases her conclusion on
the fact that recently she has, as
campus health expert, treated three
cases where co-eds had frozen their
SgETaKES
knees.

L C. Martin Drug Co.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Manager

OFFICIAL COLLEGE BOOK & SUPPLY STORE
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stated Mr. Pridmore, in getting set
ENDOWMENT FUND
TO BE CREATED up the strongest foundation possible from the very start. Mr. Bow(Continued from page one)
ers, one of the Atlanta group memdorsed, particularly after finding bers who has shown a keen interthat the plan for establishing such est in establishing the movement,
a foundation could be created at a has been prevailed upon to assist
comparatively small outlay to the temporarily in launching the movement.
"Clemson men everywhere
individual.
should welcome such an opportunity
The plan of the endowment founto help establish an alumni foundadation provides for Clemson men
tion for the benefit of the college",
and supporters everywhere to share
declared Mr. Bowers.
profits from life-insurance investDR. SIKES ENTHUSIASTIC
ments with the Clemson Alumni
"It is indeed very gratifying to
Corporation.
'Specifically, Clemson
the officials and faculty of the colgraduates, ex-students, seniors and
lege to see loyal Clemson men manifriends of the college shall direct
festing such keen interest in this
that dividends accruing from life
institution in such a way as to uninsurance policies be paid by the
dertake the creation of an endowinsurance company direct to the
ment foundation. I commend the
Clemson Alumni Foundation. The
r ovement most heartily. The plan
foundation also may serve as rebv whicn the foundation is to be
cipient of any donations that supestablished is an excellent one. Simporters of the college may care to
ilar plans have been followed very
make as an endowment.
satisfactorily in a great many other
Mr. Pridmore will direct all work colleges and universities. Clemson
incident to soliciting and enrolling is in much need of such an endowparticipants in the movement. He ment and the old graduates are to
is to serve as contact man of the be congratulated for the fine spirit
insurance company and of the foun- of loyalty they are showing."
Headquarters of the foundation
dation. Every effort will be made,

Its

INTERNAT. RELATIONSS
CLUB ORGANIZED
(Continued from page one)
C. A. Lytle, W. B. McConnell, and
G. W. McGurn.
A meeting was recently held in
the Engineering Building, at which
time Dr. Peter D. Carodemos presented a paper on "Greece Since the
War", after which a discussion was
held. This meeting was indeed very
enlightening to those present. The
last meeting was held Thursday
night, April 13. 'Mr. S. G. Tsamis
presented a paper on "Egypt". Thk
was a joint meeting in Anderson
with the Anderson College International Relations Club.
War is the ndustrialist's tantrum.
He begins by gnashing his teeth,
and then loses the worker's head
completely.—Bennet Craig.
will be at Clemson. Temporary offices have been set up in the old
alumni office in the main building
next to the Western Union office.
Bulletins describing details of the
plan more fully will be available at
an early date.

ENTOMOLOGY GRABS
MAKE GOOD RECORDS
Doing

Post-Graduate Work
in Other Colleges

Unusual commendation of recent
graduates in the division of zoology
and entomology has recently been
received from a number of large
universities at which former Clemson men are now students in postgraduate work.
Excepts from two of these letters
follow:
(Prom an associate professor) :
"This department certainly owes you
veiy grateful thanks for the quality
of graduate students you have sent
us, and aparently they have received
a good foundation in entomology. I
hope the •connection can be continued."
(Prom the head of a department):
"We have had a good many men
from Clemson in past years, and
while some have been better than
others, there has not been a bad
?ne in the lot.'
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NEW "TAPS" STAbF
TAKES CHARGE
(Continued from page one)
As Photo Editor, Dargan of Darlington, will be responsible for all
illustrations and the taking of all
photographs for the annual. Dargan has been very active in assisting Eller'be, the retiring photo
manager. W. D. Moss of W-alhalla
will be his assistant.
Although the office of Associate
to the Editor was abolished last
year, G. W. LeMaster of Gaffney has
been named Associate Editor.
As yet, no Art Editor has been
named.

<R

WITH THE ALUMNI
W. C. Snyder, 1930, is with the
Testing Department of the General
Electric Company, on Radio Test at
Schenectady, N. Y.
Mr. R. A. Parkins, a graduate of
the Clemson College Textile School,
who finished the four-year course in
Textile Chemistry in February, 193 3,
is now employed by the Renfrew
Bleachery at Travelers Rest, S. C.
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